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Abstract
We prove a new bound for the minimum distance of geometric Goppa codes that generalizes two
previous improved bounds. We include examples of the bound applied to one- and two-point codes
over certain Suzuki and Hermitian curves.
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1. Introduction
In [5], Goppa gives a construction of a family of error-correcting codes using two
divisors on a curve. He also gives a distance bound based on the degrees of the divisors.
Yang et al. in [11] and Chen and Duursma in [1] compute the actual minimum distance
of the one-point Hermitian and certain one-point Suzuki codes respectively, often showing
that the actual distance is significantly higher than Goppa’s designed distance. In [2], Feng
and Rao present a decoding algorithm for Goppa codes, which always decodes at least up
to half the designed distance. The new distance bound obtained from their algorithm is in
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general very good as few codes have minimum distance exceeding the Feng–Rao (F–R)
distance.
Other efforts to improve and generalize the distance bounds have had some success. In
[7], Kirfel and Pellikaan generalize a result of Garcia et al. in [3] and improve the designed
distance by taking advantage of pairs of large gaps in the Weierstrass gap sequence at
a point P . In [8], Maharaj et al. improve the minimum distance by using the notion of
the floor of a divisor to capitalize on one large gap in a multi-point code. We prove a
new bound, which generalizes the previous two. It can use more than one gap in the gap
sequence and also applies nicely to multi-point codes. We state our main result below.
Theorem 3 (Generalized Floor Bound). Let X be a curve with function field K/Fq of
genus g. Let P1, . . . , Pn be distinct rational points onX . Define D := P1+· · ·+Pn . Let A,
B, and Z be divisors with support outside of D such that Z is effective, `(A) = `(A− Z),
and `(B) = `(B + Z). Then, putting G = A + B yields
d(CΩ (D,G)) ≥ deg(G)− (2g − 2)+ deg(Z).
For some codes, the generalized floor bound (GF bound) achieves parameters that were
unattainable by the previous bounds. See Section 4 for specific examples. Section 2 gives
definitions and notation that will be used throughout the paper. Section 3 gives a formal
statement of all three mentioned bounds, a proof of the generalized floor bound, and
relationships among the three.
2. Preliminaries
Unless otherwise noted, we follow the same definitions and notations as in [8]. If P is a
rational point on a curveX that is defined over Fq with function field K , then vP represents
the discrete valuation corresponding to P . For a divisor A, we denote the support of A as




min{vP (A), vP (B)}P.
From A, we can create two vector spaces, one of rational functions from the function field
K , and one of rational differentials:
L(A) := { f ∈ K : ( f )+ A < 0} ∪ {0}
and
Ω(A) := {η ∈ Ω : (η) < A} ∪ {0}.
We denote the dimension of L(A) over Fq by `(A) and the dimension of Ω(A) over Fq by
i(A).
Using the distinct rational points P1, . . . , Pn, Q1, . . . , Qm on X to form the two
divisors
D := P1 + · · · + Pn and G :=
∑
i
αiQi αi ∈ Z,
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we can define two linear m-point codes:
CL(D,G) := {( f (P1), . . . , f (Pn)) : f ∈ L(G)}
and
CΩ (D,G) := {(resP1(η), . . . , resPn (η)) : η ∈ Ω(G − D)}.
Both of these codes have length n. The dimension of CL is `(G) − `(G − D) and the
designed distance is n − deg(G). The dimension of CΩ is i(G − D) − i(G) and the
designed distance is dGoppa := deg(G)− (2g − 2), where g is the genus of the curve.
The floor of A is defined in [8] as the unique divisor, A′, of minimum degree such that
L(A′) = L(A) and is denoted bAc.
Finally, we say that an integer α is an A-gap at a point P if and only if L(A + αP) =
L(A + (α − 1)P).
3. Minimum distance bounds
We start by stating two theorems. The first appears as Theorem 2.10 in [8]; the second
appears as Proposition 3.10 in [7].
Theorem 1 (Floor Bound). Let K/Fq be a function field of genus g. Let D := P1+· · ·+Pn ,
where P1, . . . , Pn are distinct rational places of K , and let G := H + bHc be a divisor
of F such that the support of H does not contain any of the places P1, . . . , Pn . Set
EH := H − bHc. Then CΩ (D,G) is an [n, k, d] code whose parameters satisfy
d ≥ deg(G)− (2g − 2)+ deg(EH ) = 2deg(H)− (2g − 2).
Theorem 2 (K–P bound). Suppose that each of the integers α, α + 1, . . . , α + t is an
F-gap at P and β − t, . . . , β − 1, β are G-gaps at P. Put H = F + G + (α + β − 1)P.
Suppose D := P1 + · · · + Pn , where the Pi are n distinct rational points, each not equal
to P and not belonging to the support of H. Then the minimum distance of CΩ (D, H) is
at least deg(H)− (2g − 2)+ (t + 1).
We adapt the proof of the floor bound in [8] to prove the following theorem, which
generalizes both the floor bound and the K–P bound. A similar proof can also be found
in Lemma 3.2 in [6].
Theorem 3 (Generalized Floor Bound (GF Bound)). Let X be a curve with function
field K/Fq of genus g. Let P1, . . . , Pn be distinct rational points on X . Define D :=
P1 + · · · + Pn . Let A, B, G, and Z be divisors with support outside of D such that Z is
effective, `(A) = `(A − Z), `(B) = `(B + Z), and G = A + B. Then
d(CΩ (D,G)) ≥ deg(G)− (2g − 2)+ deg(Z).
Proof. Let η ∈ Ω(G − D) such that the code word Ec := (resP1(η), . . . , resPn (η)) is of
minimum nonzero weight. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ci 6= 0 for
1 ≤ i ≤ d and ci = 0 for d < i ≤ n. Let D′ := P1 + · · · + Pd . Since Ec is zero outside D′,
we must have that (η) < G − D′. Thus, there exists an effective divisor, E , with support
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disjoint from that of D′ so that W := (η) = G − D′ + E . Taking degrees of both sides we
get that
2g − 2 = deg(G)− d + deg(E) ⇒ d = deg(G)− (2g − 2)+ deg(E).
Observe that
deg(E)≥ `(A+ E)− `(A)= `(A+ E)− `(A− Z)≥ `(A+ E)− `(A+ E − Z).
By applying the Riemann–Roch Theorem twice, we get that
`(A + E) = deg(A + E)+ 1− g + `(W − (A + E))
and
`(A + E − Z) = deg(A + E − Z)+ 1− g + `(W − (A + E − Z))
and thus,
`(A + E)− `(A + E − Z) = deg(Z)+ `(B − D′)− `(B + Z − D′).
Now
L(B + Z − D′) ⊆ L(B + Z) = L(B)
implies that
L(B + Z − D′) = L(B + Z − D′) ∩ L(B) = L(gcd(B + Z − D′, B)).
Since B and Z have support outside of D′ and since Z is effective, gcd(B+Z−D′, B) =
B − D′, and thus `(B + Z − D′) = `(B − D′).
Finally we see that this gives that deg(E) ≥ deg(Z). 
We note that the above proof assumes that the code CΩ (D,G) is nontrivial and thus has
a codeword of nonzero weight. If the code is trivial, the question of minimum distance is
not very interesting.
Remark 4. Taking the special case A = H , B = bHc and Z = H −bHc in the GF bound
gives the floor bound. Unlike the floor bound, the GF bound can always be applied. For an
arbitrary divisor G it is not always the case that there exists a divisor H such that G can be
written as the sum of H and bHc; however, one can always let A = G and B = Z = 0 and
use the GF bound trivially. Beyond this, there are many examples (see Section 4) where the
floor bound cannot be applied, but the GF bound gives an improvement over the designed
distance. Additionally, there are examples where the floor bound does apply, but another
choice of A and B gives a greater improvement.
Remark 5. Setting A = F+ (α+ t)P , B = G+ (β− t−1)P and Z = (t+1)P in the GF
bound yields the K–P bound. So in the case of one-point codes, the GF bound reduces to
the K–P bound. Note that in its statement, however, Theorem 2 makes no assumption about
the support of F or G containing only P . Thus, the bound can be applied to m-point codes,
but only takes advantage of “one-dimensional” gaps, while the GF bound uses “multi-
dimensional” gaps. We also note that in order to prove their bound, Kirfel and Pellikaan
compare their estimate to the F–R bound and show that their estimate is always lower. This
shows that in the one-point case, the GF bound will not improve on Feng–Rao.
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The GF bound also encompasses Theorem 2.1 in [4], Theorem 4 in [3], and Theorems
3.3 and 3.4 in [6].
4. Examples
In this section we give several examples of how the generalized floor bound applies
to codes over two specific curves. Examples 6 and 7 concern codes over the Hermitian
curve over F16. Examples 8 and 9 give codes from the Suzuki curve over F8. Additionally
Tables 1 and 2 compute improved estimates to the minimum distance of two-point codes
over these two curves.
Example 6 (A One-point Hermitian Code). Let X be the Hermitian curve of genus 6 over
F16 with defining equation y4+ y = x5. Let K be the associated function field. This curve
has 65 rational points over F16, denoted by P0, P1, . . . , P63, P∞, where P0 is the point
(0, 0) and P∞ is the point at infinity. Consider the Weierstrass semigroup of the point P∞;
that is,
H(P∞) = {n ∈ N0 : ∃ f ∈ K with ( f )∞ = nP∞}.
One can show that
H(P∞) = 〈4, 5〉 = {0, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, . . .}.
It follows that
L(11P∞) = L(10P∞) and L(7P∞) = L(6P∞).
So let A = 11P∞, B = 6P∞, and Z = P∞. Then for G = A + B and D = ∑63i=0 Pi , it
follows from Theorem 3 that
d(CΩ (D,G)) ≥ deg(G)− (2g − 2)+ deg(Z) = 17− (10)+ 1 = 8.
So we get an improvement of 1 over the designed distance. Note that while the K–P bound
would also give this improvement, the floor bound would not since there is no way to write
G = H+bHc. Since CΩ (D, 17P∞) = CL(D, 57P∞)we see from [11] that the minimum
distance of this code is exactly 8. So both the GF bound and K–P bound meet the actual
distance. Since the estimates for these two bounds are the same for one-point codes, we
must consider m-point codes for m ≥ 2 to find any improvement over the K–P bound.
Example 7 (A Two-point Hermitian Code with Improvement Over the Floor and K–P
Bounds). Using the notation from Example 6 we consider the Hermitian two-point code
CΩ (D,G) over F16 where G = 2P0+8P∞ and D =
∑63
i=1 Pi . In [9] Matthews computes
the Weierstrass semigroup of the pair (P0, P∞). Using this computation we can conclude
that
L(2P0 + 6P∞) = L(5P∞) and L(2P0 + 3P∞) = L(2P∞).
The GF bound then applies to the above code for A = 2P0 + 6P∞, B = 2P∞, and
Z = 2P0 + P∞ yielding an improvement of deg(Z) = 3 over the designed distance of
deg(G) − (2g − 2) = 10 − 10 = 0. Note that using effective divisors neither the floor
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Table 1
Lower bounds on d − dGoppa for Hermitian two-point codes over F16
y x x y
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
6 + 6
7 + + 7
8 + + + 2 1 8
9 + + + 1 9
10 + + + 1 2 1 10
11 + + + + + 1 2 3 2 1 11
12 + + + + + 2 3 2 1 12
13 + + + 1 2 1 13
14 + + 1 14
15 + + 15
16 + + + + + 1 16
17 + + 17
18 + 1 18
19 + 19
20 + 1 20
21 + 1 21
(a) d > dGoppa (b) Floor bound
y x x y
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
6 1 2 6
7 2 2 3 2 7
8 2 2 1 3 2 1 8
9 1 2 1 2 2 1 9
10 1 2 1 1 2 1 10
11 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 11
12 2 2 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 12
13 1 1 1 1 2 1 13
14 1 1 1 1 14
15 1 1 1 1 15
16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 16
17 1 1 1 1 17
18 1 1 18
19 1 1 19
20 1 1 20
21 1 1 21
(c) K–P bound (d) GF bound
(a) Codes with designed distance strictly greater than the designed distance.
(b) Lower bounds on d − dGoppa given by Theorem 1.
(c) Lower bounds on d − dGoppa given by Theorem 2.
(d) Lower bounds on d − dGoppa given by Theorem 3.
bound nor the K–P bound can achieve this improvement. The best choice of a divisor H
for the floor bound is H = 2P0 + 4P∞ with bHc = 4P∞. Then the floor bound achieves
an improvement of deg(H)−deg(bHc) = 2. This same gap may be used in the K–P bound
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Table 2
The GF bound improvement for the Suzuki curve over F8
y x
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
14 2
15 3 3
16 3 2 3
17 3 3 2 3
18 3 3 3 2 2
19 4 3 3 3 2 2
20 4 3 3 3 2 2 1
21 3 3 3 2 2 1 1
22 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1
23 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 1
24 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
25 2 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1
26 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1
27 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1
28 2 3 4 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 1 1
29 1 2 3 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1
30 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
31 1 2 3 2 2 2 1 1 1
32 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
33 1 2 3 2 2 1 1
34 1 2 1 1 1 1
35 1 2 2 1 1 1
36 1 2 1 1 1
37 1 2 1 1 1
38 1 1 1 1
39 1 1 1 1
40 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
41 1 1 1 1 1 1
42 1 1 1











to achieve the same improvement; i.e., set F = G = 2P0 + 4P∞, P = P0, α = 1, β =
1, t = 1 and apply Theorem 2.
To give a more global perspective we consider how the GF bound applies to all two-
point Hermitian codes over F16; that is, codes of the form CΩ (D, x P0 + yP∞) with
D = ∑63i=1 Pi as in Example 7. (See Table 1.) First we restrict our attention to codes
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with G = x P0 + yP∞ effective and with deg(G) ≥ 2g − 2 = 10 where the designed
distance is nonnegative. It can be shown that (y) = 5P0 − 5P∞. Thus we further restrict
our attention to codes with 0 ≤ y < 5 since any excluded code is equivalent to one with y
value in this range.
Now using the Weierstrass semigroup H(P0, P∞), we compute for each G = x P0 +
yP∞ in this range the best choice of effective divisors for each of the three bounds in
Section 3. Given that gaps in the Weierstrass sequence disappear beyond 2g − 1, this is
a finite computation. In the upper left (a) we mark with a ‘+’ those codes with minimum
distance strictly greater than the designed distance. This was computed using the computer
algebra system MAGMA. In the upper right (b) we list the improvement over the designed
distance predicted by the floor bound. Thus if H + bHc = x P0 + yP∞, we write
deg(H)− deg(bHc) at position (x, y). Italicized numbers represent codes where the floor
bound did not apply directly but the bound followed from a containment in a larger code to
which the floor bound did apply. For example, the code with G = 12P0+2P∞ is contained
in the code with G = 12P0 + 1P∞, thus its minimum distance is at least that of the larger
code. In the lower right (d) we list the best improvement predicted by the GF bound using
effective divisors. So the value at position (x, y) is
max
A,B,Z≥0
{deg(Z) : A + B = x P0 + yP∞, `(A − Z) = `(A), and `(B) = `(B + Z)}
where A, B and Z have supports disjoint with that of D.
We make the analogous computation for the K–P bound and list its improvement for the
same codes in the lower left (c). For example the code in Example 7 shows up as a ‘3’ in
position (2, 8) of Table 1(d).
Example 8 (A Two-point Suzuki Code that is Not a Shortened One-point Code). We now
consider the Suzuki curve y8−y = x10−x3 over F8. The exact parameters of the one-point
codes are given in [1]. A computation of the Weierstrass semigroup of the pair (P0, P∞)
is given in [10]. We denote the 65 rational points again by P0, P1, . . . , P63, P∞. Let C be
the code C = CΩ (D,G) over the Suzuki curve with G = 5P0 + 28P∞ and D the sum of
the other 63 rational points. From the Weierstrass semigroup we see that
L(1P0 + 13P∞) = L(2P0 + 15P∞) and L(3P0 + 13P∞) = L(4P0 + 15P∞).
Thus we may take A = 2P0 + 15P∞, B = 3P0 + 13P∞, and Z = P0 + 2P∞ and apply
the GF bound to the code C to get d ≥ deg(G)− (2g− 2)+ deg(Z) = 33− 26+ 3 = 10.
This code then corresponds to the 3 at position (x, y) = (5, 28) in Table 2, since the GF
bound predicts an improvement of 3 over the designed distance. This code has dimension
k = n−degG+ g−1 = 63−33+14−1 = 43. From [1] we see that the one-point codes
(that is, codes of the form CL(
∑63
i=0 Pi , αP∞)) with dimension at least 43 have actual
minimum distance at most 8. So we see that two-point codes can have parameters better
than comparable one-point codes, as is noted in [8,10] and [9]. We also note that neither
the K–P bound nor the floor bound can predict this improvement.
Example 9 (A Two-point Suzuki Code that Achieves a Better Bound Using Noneffective
Divisors). Computing the GF bound for choices of effective divisor A and B as in Tables 1
and 2 often gives good improvement on the minimum designed distance. We show now that
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this may not always produce the optimal choice of divisors A and B. We again consider
the two-point Suzuki codes now with G = 32P∞ and D as before. One can see from the
Weierstrass semigroup H(P0, P∞) that
L(8P0 + 6P∞) = L(8P0 + 4P∞) and L(5P0 + 15P∞) = L(5P0 + 13P∞).
One can also show that (y) = 13P0 − 13P∞, from which it follows that
`(−5P0 + 19P∞) = `(8P0 + 6P∞ − (y)) = `(8P0 + 4P∞ − (y))
= `(−5P0 + 17P∞).
Thus by setting A = 5P0 + 15P∞, B = −5P0 + 17P∞ and Z = 2P∞ the GF bound
gives an improvement of deg(Z) = 2 over the designed distance of deg(G)− (2g − 2) =
32−26 = 6. Since this is the shortened version of the one-point code CΩ (
∑63
i=0 Pi , 32P∞)
and since the automorphism group of the Suzuki function field is doubly transitive, we
conclude that this code also has minimum distance at least 8. We note that this agrees
with the actual minimum distance computed in [1]. By the computation done for Table 2,
the best choice of effective A and B yields only an improvement of 1 over the designed
distance.
In Table 2 we list the improvement over the designed distance of all two-point Suzuki
codes over F8 given by the GF bound. This is analogous to the computation in Table 1(d).
Again we restrict our attention to codes of the form CΩ (D,G) where G = x P0 + yP∞,
deg(G) ≥ 2g − 2 = 26 and G is effective. As noted in Example 9, the linear equivalence
13P0 ∼ 13P∞ allows us to further restrict our attention to codes with y < 13.
Note 1. We note that Tables 1 and 2 were computed using information about the
Weierstrass semigroup on two points that appeared in [9] and [10] respectively.
We also note that the GF bound is not sharp as it does not reach the actual distance in all
cases. Nor does the GF bound exceed the F–R bound in the case of one-point codes. In the
general m-point case, both the floor bound and the GF bound produce improvements for
the minimum distance yet they lack decoding algorithms to exploit those improvements.
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